## Daily Reading Comprehension (Daily Practice Books, Grade 5)

**Grade 5**

### Daily Reading Comprehension

**WEEK 9**

**Compare and Contrast**

- **Compare:** Identify similarities and differences between two or more things.
- **Contrast:** Identify differences between two or more things.

**Make Inferences**

- **Inference:** Make logical conclusions based on the information provided in a text.

**An Unfair Game Corner**

There was a good time in the town where the game was located. There were many people playing the game, and there was a lot of excitement and entertainment. The town was bustling with activity, and people were having a great time.

One day, a young girl entered the game corner. She was looking around, trying to decide which game to play. Suddenly, she spotted a game that she had never played before. It was a game that involved strategy and skill, and she knew that she had to try it.

As she approached the game, she noticed that there were a lot of people playing it. She saw a man who was playing the game and seemed to be doing very well. She decided to ask him for some advice.

The man was very helpful, and he explained how to play the game. He showed her how to make the right moves and how to think strategically. She followed his instructions, and she started to make progress.

As she continued to play, she realized that the game was more challenging than she had thought. She had to think quickly and make decisions based on the information provided in the game. She was determined to win, and she worked hard to improve her skills.

**Special Skills**

- **Critical Thinking:** The ability to analyze and evaluate information.
- **Problem Solving:** The ability to find solutions to problems.
- **Strategy:** The ability to plan and execute a plan.

**Unfair Game Corner**

The game corner was a popular destination for people of all ages. It was located in the town center, and it was a place where people could come together and have fun.

The game corner was well-known for its challenging and exciting games. Many people had tried to play the games, but few had succeeded. The games required a lot of skill and strategy, and they were not easy to win.

Despite the challenges, people continued to play the games, and they enjoyed the excitement and excitement that the games provided. The game corner was a symbol of fun and entertainment, and it brought joy to many people in the town.
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Daily instruction on the reading strategies and comprehension skills your students need to improve reading comprehension and raise test scores! Engage your students in reading, thinking about, and responding to a variety of passages and texts! Daily Reading Comprehension, Grade 5 presents your students with the reading strategies and comprehension skills they need to become strong and successful readers. 30 weeks of instruction cover the following reading skills and strategies: Skills: Theme, Character & Setting, Main Idea & Details, Fact & Opinion, Visual Information, Author’s Purpose, Make Predictions, Draw Conclusions, Cause & Effect, Compare & Contrast, Nonfiction Text Features, Strategies: Monitor Comprehension, Make Connections, Visualization, Organization, Determine Important Information, and Ask Questions.
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Customer Reviews

I'm an elementary school teacher in North Carolina, with no link to the Evan-Moor company. I've used the Daily Reading Comprehension with students in 3rd through 5th grade. I think they're wonderful, and will continue to use them almost daily. But look at that price! The list is $29.99, so why is this company charging $37.99 + $10 shipping? Outrageous.
This workbook has daily activities, varied in length and type of response, to help students learn more about comprehension and the skills needed to be an effective reader. The book is a good resource for review, for working with special needs students, and practicing for any one of the national or state tests that are given each year.

Great product. It’s helped my child prepare for the Virginia SOLs. My straight A student child uses this book daily as a supplement to his public school work. It's done wonders to improve my child’s reading comprehension.

It fits my gifted kids pretty well. Easy to manage. Some problems are little harder than a usual school problem. But those problems are great! My kid’s reading level improved from 90% to 98% after using this book.

I ordered this to use in my classroom next school year, but I have used it in tutoring this summer. It is a great resource to have and I love that the passages are short and there are four multiple choice questions and one “think about it” question.

Bought for my 13 year old for summer review. These are her thoughts: "I didn’t really like it because it feels like a bunch of readings thrown together without an idea of how to better my reading comprehension. The readings were interesting. The level is appropriate."

Perfect daily practice in bite-size. Cross my fingers- my child has not complained yet :0) My 5th grader seems to enjoy it.

Daily Reading Comprehension has proven to be a welcome warm up and reteaching tool for my students. I use the exercises for my lower level 6th graders for reteaching skills. Very good tool for teachers, ready to go, just copy, pass to students, show and share responses on overhead/Elmo/Smartboard.
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